Gender Identity Disparities in Cancer Screening Behaviors
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Introduction: Transgender (trans) and gender-nonconforming adults have reported reduced access to health care because of discrimination and lack of knowledgeable care. This study aimed to contribute to the nascent cancer prevention literature among trans and gender-nonconforming individuals by ascertaining rates of breast, cervical, prostate, and colorectal cancer screening behaviors by gender identity.

Methods: Publicly available de-identiﬁed data from the 2014–2016 Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System surveys were utilized to evaluate rates of cancer screenings by gender identity, while controlling for healthcare access, sociodemographics, and survey year. Analyses were conducted in 2017.

Results: Weighted chi-square tests identiﬁed signiﬁcant differences in the proportion of cancer screening behaviors by gender identity among lifetime colorectal cancer screenings, Pap tests, prostate-speciﬁc antigen tests, discussing prostate-speciﬁc antigen test advantages/disadvantages with their healthcare provider, and up-to-date colorectal cancer screenings and Pap tests ($p < 0.036$). Weighted logistic regressions found that although some differences based on gender identity were fully explained by covariates, trans women had reduced odds of having up-to-date colorectal cancer screenings compared to cisgender (cis) men (AOR=0.20) and cis women (AOR=0.24), whereas trans men were more likely to ever receive a sigmoidoscopy/colonoscopy as compared to cis men (AOR=2.76) and cis women (AOR=2.65). Trans women were more likely than cis men to have up-to-date prostate-speciﬁc antigen tests (AOR=3.19). Finally, trans men and gender-nonconforming individuals had reduced odds of lifetime Pap tests versus cis women (AOR=0.14 and 0.08, respectively), and gender-nonconforming individuals had lower odds of discussing prostate-speciﬁc antigen tests than cis men (AOR=0.09; all $p < 0.05$).

Conclusions: The ﬁndings indicate that gender identity disparities in cancer screenings persist beyond known sociodemographic and healthcare factors. It is critical that gender identity questions are included in cancer and other health-related surveillance systems to create knowledge to better inform healthcare practitioners and policymakers of appropriate screenings for trans and gender-nonconforming individuals.

INTRODUCTION

Transgender is an umbrella term that includes transgender (i.e., individuals whose gender identity is different from their sex assigned at birth) men, women, and gender-nonconforming (i.e., individuals who do not identify solely as male or female; e.g., non-binary, genderqueer, agender, bigender, or gender-fluid). Inclusion of gender identity measures in national surveillance and other data collection efforts is scarce.
and, as a result, rates of chronic illness and care utilization among transgender and gender-nonconforming (TGNC) individuals, including cancer, have not been established. The 2014 National Summit on Cancer in the LGBT Communities called for an increase in research on the cancer risks and screening disparities of lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender communities, projecting the prevalence of invasive cancer within the U.S. to rise to 2.3 million cases per year by 2030, a 45% increase in diagnosis. This is likely to disproportionately impact TGNC individuals, given the vulnerability and stigma they face within the U.S. healthcare system. Many TGNC individuals report refusal of care (19%), harassment (28%), and lack of TGNC-knowledgeable providers (50%), and 28% cited discrimination as a primary reason for postponing care, although it is unknown if this included cancer screening.

Many transgender (trans) individuals seek medical care as part of gender affirmation, which can include services of mental health counseling, hormone replacement therapy, and various surgeries involving primary and secondary sex characteristics. Conversely, trans people may avoid care that is not gender affirming because of discomfort or distress (i.e., trans men and Pap tests). For those who do seek care, clinicians may fail to provide appropriate cancer screenings on the basis of the patient’s anatomy, such as mammograms for patients of any gender with significant breast tissue or a family history of breast cancer, prostate screenings for trans women and GNC individuals assigned male at birth, and Pap tests for GNC individuals assigned female at birth and trans men who retain a cervix after gender affirmation. Thus, trans individuals may be particularly vulnerable to developing high-grade cancer cytology because of decreased clinical surveillance.

Emerging research has found gender identity to be relevant to cancer screening. A study at Fenway Health found that trans men were less likely to be up to date (UTD) on Pap tests than cisgender (cis) women. Trans men and GNC individuals were also shown to have significantly lower proportions of regular Pap tests in an Internet-based convenience sample. Another Fenway Health study found that, of trans men who do receive Pap tests, they were ten times more likely than cis women to have inadequate tests (i.e., the cell sample taken was insufficient for laboratory testing), which may be associated with increased risk for developing high-grade cervical lesions at a later date. Rates of mammography at an urban community health center in Massachusetts similarly found that trans patients were much less likely than cis women to follow clinical screening guidelines. In the only study to use population-level data, Narayan and colleagues found that trans patients were as likely to adhere to 2014 mammography screening guidelines as cis patients.

Though these findings indicate a general trend toward decreased cancer screening among trans individuals, generalizability has been limited to the clinics from which the samples were drawn. Apart from one study on breast cancer, national data on rates of cancer screening in more representative trans populations has not yet been analyzed. The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s 2014–2016 iterations of the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System (BRFSS) is one of the first U.S. surveys to collect information on gender identity. The aim of the present study is to establish rates of cancer screening among trans women, trans men, and GNC individuals in a national sample. Further, the present study seeks to investigate how trans individuals’ screening rates compare with cis individuals.

**METHODS**

**Study Sample**

Publically available population-level data from the 2014, 2015, and 2016 BRFSS were utilized to compare cancer-screening behaviors among cis and TGNC adults. Analyses were limited to 28 states that collected gender identity of TGNC individuals (686 trans men, 1,085 trans women, 424 GNC individuals, 278,061 cis women, and 200,074 cis men) (Table 1). The BRFSS is a system of national telephone surveys that collected demographic and health-related data on noninstitutionalized adult U.S. residents.

**Measures**

The primary variable of interest, gender identity, was computed using the question: **Indicate the sex of respondent, response options: (male/female), and the Sexual Orientation and Gender Identity Module: Do you consider yourself to be transgender? If yes, respondents indicated whether they were transgender, male to female; transgender, female to male; or transgender, gender-nonconforming.** Categories were computed based on whether they indicated being transgender (yes/no) and their indicated sex (male/female) as follows: cisgender women (not transgender, female sex), cisgender men (not transgender, male sex), trans woman (transgender, male to female), trans man (transgender, female to male), and gender-nonconforming (transgender, GNC; sex either male or female).

Sociodemographic and healthcare access variables were utilized as covariates. Variables included imputed age with 13 categories from 0 (18–24 years) to 13 (≥80 years), sexual orientation (straight, gay/lesbian, bisexual, other), race/ethnicity (white/non-Hispanic, black/non-Hispanic, Hispanic, and other race/non-Hispanic), education (did not graduate high school, graduated high school, attended college/technical school, or graduated from college/technical school), income included five categories from <$15,000 to ≥$50,000, relationship status (partnered versus not), health insurance (yes/no), and whether they had a personal doctor (yes/no).
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